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is a special program that helps users recover any iOS data that has been lost for any reason. Currently, most often users are
faced with the loss of applications for iPhone and iPad. If you have an iPad or iPhone, try Apple's Recovery Tools. Thanks to

the program, you can restore almost any application that belongs to the iOS operating system. It helps you unlock your device so
you can restart it or view updates that have appeared on it, as well as information about its location. As you know, no modern
smartphone will work without the Internet. You can even disable this service at home if you are away from home or office. In
this regard, there is a need to connect to the Internet at any time of the day. To do this, the iPhone and MacBook have special
wireless networks that allow you to connect to anywhere in the world. Disabling the Internet in iOS 7 iOS 7 firmware has this
capability. But, if this was not possible, then there are several methods that allow you to see which applications are needed to

connect to the network. First of all, you can use the iTunes application.And if it doesn't work, then you need to contact the App
Store Help Center. After that, in the list of applications, you can see a section called "Wireless connection". Here you need to
find the section responsible for the wireless connections of Apple devices. In this section, you can find applications that have

various connection options. First of all, you need to make sure that this feature is enabled. Once the network has been selected,
connect to it, and then select "Connect". A list of connected wireless networks will be displayed there, among which there is one
to which the accessories of your device are connected. All applications downloaded from the store can be uninstalled using the
special Uninstall program. It makes it possible to cancel all actions that occur with the device, and after that it will be ready to
install updates. Another way is Internet Download Manager, which is in the same menu as iTunes. Everything is simple here:
select the function you need and click on "Delete". After that, all processes that have occurred with the phone since its last

update will be deleted. There is another way that allows you to do all of the above without going to your computer. Every day,
when you receive mail or view messages on social networks, the Find My iPhone application will automatically download to

your iPhone. But, unfortunately, it does not always work correctly. To n
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